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"The Unholy Land": The Trenches of Samaria and Jordan
To start with its [sic] unhealthy; Sol keeps the climate warm And Jacko aids the temperature by shells and leadtaubes swarm . . . Diseases like malaria, typhoid, jaundice, one oft sees; Bacilli grow to such a size they roost at night in trees. In early 1918, the men of the Egyptian Expeditionary Force [EEF] were still moving forward after taking Jerusalem, but their war was set to change utterly one last time. Though politicians in London began the year by pushing them to continue their advance, necessity on the Western Front overwhelmed the British Army and brought the entire theater to a halt. For the men of the EEF, the year that followed was one of bewildering complexity, one that juxtaposed comfort and hardship, defeat and victory, stagnation and rapid movement, Christian conquest and religious diversity.
Winter 1917-18 had been sublimely successful for the EEF, especially considering the agonies of British arms in France during the same period. As the mud of Passchendaele, the poet's "Flanders Field," was swallowing rank after rank of British soldiers in Europe, the men of the EEF had been moving steadily through the mountains and plains of Palestine. As the Battle of Cambrai in France turned from victory to disappointment, as Russia degenerated into civil war and deserted the Allied cause, and as a disastrous explosion turned the city of Halifax, Nova Scotia, into a smoking ruin, the men of the EEF had been marching triumphantly into Jerusalem, Bethlehem, and Jaffa. In early Spring, the Palestine front was well north of Jerusalem, and the entire southern half of the Palestine map was shaded British pink. In a dark moment of the war, Palestine had been a beacon of victory for British arms.
In London, as the previous chapter showed, politicians and generals who pushed for attacks in the East rather than on the Western Front had risen to the ascendancy. Their plans for an attack northward toward Turkey became the priority for the Allies in 1918, considering that movement on the Western Front seemed unlikely.
All of this planning came to nothing in a lightning flash. About two weeks after the War Office ordered the EEF to advance in March 1918, the Germans launched their ambitious Spring Offensives, attacking across a wide front in France, breaking through the trenches and sending the British and French armies flying into retreat. As the British army on the Western Front began to buckle and General Haig issued his famous order that admitted that his soldiers fought with their "backs to the wall," all other considerations became secondary, including the idea of movement in Palestine. Two realities became immediately obvious: any advance in Palestine had to be scrubbed and any excess force in the EEF was urgently needed in Europe.
The commander-in-chief of the EEF, General Sir Edmund Allenby, continued with a few of his immediate offensive plans even after the order to wait for autumn, simply calling his attacks "raids." The "raids" were two Transjordan expeditions, one in March and one in April, with the intent of capturing Amman and the Hedjaz Railway that ran south from Amman toward Mecca and north toward Damascus. They were utter disasters, with long lists of casualties and little to show for the efforts. 2 After these debacles, the EEF began training for the resumption of their offensive in the future.
Throughout most of the year, the British Army remained mostly stationary in trenchworks and redoubts. The front stretched from the ocean near Jaffa, across the plains and into the hills of Samaria (the old Biblical name for north-central Palestine) and down into the Jordan Valley to the banks of the river, including a few tiny footholds in the Transjordan.
3 Political and strategic decisions had caused the Palestine Front temporarily to take on the stagnant character that had previously marked the Western Front, and they had decreed that the men of the EEF would face another summer of trench warfare.
